
Engine development
■ Automotive manufacturers are 

now continually driven to reduce 
development time and cost for vehicle 
powertrain components that are becoming 
increasingly complex and advanced. 
The powertrain is viewed as the largest 
source of automotive noise and vibration 
problems, and lightly damped structures 
can often lead to problems such as 
resonant amplifi cation of vibration.

Engine crankshafts exhibit cyclic 
irregularities and appear as torsional 
vibration pulses (acyclism) in the drivetrain. 
Acyclism occurs at harmonics of the engine 
speed. Engines of different cylinder 
confi guration and displacement produce 
different levels of acyclism at different 
harmonics. Smaller engines with higher 
torque can result in smaller fl ywheels and 
higher cyclic irregularities. These torsional 
vibration pulses transmitted through 
drivetrain components can result in 
noise and vibration problems.

While computer modeling has 
aided design, the complexity of vehicle 
drivetrains and non-linear interaction of 
gears, belts and couplings make prototype 
testing invaluable.

In many cases the engine is not available 
for testing powertrain components, 
particularly for a pre-production engine 
design. Using an engine simulation system, 
testing can be performed even when the 
engine is not available.

Typical parts that can be tested using 
engine simulation include: Front Engine 
Accessory Drive (FEAD) components; 
torsional vibration dampers; couplings; 
gears; transmissions; clutches; transfer 
cases; drivelines and belt drives.

Engine simulation systems can be 
programmed to simulate an engine of 
virtually any displacement and number of 
cylinders. This is a major benefi t for auto 
suppliers that provide components for a 
large variety of engine confi gurations. The 
engine simulator system also saves on 
facilities and operational costs, compared 
with a real engine, by not requiring fuel 
and exhaust handling systems.

Engine simulation systems also 
produce repeatable results. The ability 
to do so is particularly important when 
comparing results of product design 
modifi cations.

A diagram of a typical engine 
simulation system is shown in Figure 1. 
This system consists of a Team Model 901 
engine simulation system to provide the 
rotary motion and torsional vibration 
excitation, and a Data Physics Engine 
Simulator Controller to provide engine 
speed control and closed loop control of 
torsional vibration. 

The engine simulator system includes 
a motor to drive the engine rotation and 
a hydraulic rotary actuator to produce the 
torsional excitation. 

The variable-speed drive motor 
produces rotary motion for the engine 
simulation system. This motor is connected 
to a rotary actuator while the rotary 
actuator is a hydraulic actuator whose 
housing is allowed to rotate. The hydraulic 
actuator produces dynamic torque relative 
to the actuator housing. The variable-speed 

motor drives the rotary actuator housing 
and the rotor maintains its position relative 
to the housing due to hydraulic pressure. 
Servo valves are used to modulate the 
hydraulic pressure to produce the torque.

An accelerometer is mounted on the 
output fl ange of the rotary actuator 
tangential to the axis of rotation. This 
accelerometer measures the angular 
acceleration of the output fl ange and is 
used for the feedback control of the engine 
simulator system.

A Rotary Variable Differential 
Transformer (RVDT) measures the position 
of the rotor relative to the transformer and 
provides the feedback for the servo valve 
position control loop. A slip ring is used to 
carry electrical signals from the rotary 
actuator to the engine simulator controller 
and the servo valve controls.

A Data Physics SignalStar Engine 
Simulator Controller is used to provide 
closed loop control of the engine speed 
and torsional vibration. The user can 
specify a number of harmonic orders and 
torsional vibration amplitudes to simulate 

Figure 1: The Engine Simulation System above features a Data Physics Engine Simulation Controller
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engines of any displacement and 
any number of cylinders.

Harmonics are individually generated 
and controlled. Analog input and output 
channels provide a dynamic range of 
better than 120dB for accurate control of 
harmonic amplitudes. Harmonic amplitude 
can be specifi ed as an acceleration level 
(measured on control acclerometer) versus 
engine rpm, or acyclism (in per cent) 
versus engine rpm. 

Engine speed can be programmed as a 
combination of rpm sweeps (linear or log 
sweep rate) and constant speed segments. 
Engine speed can also be controlled 

manually and individual harmonics can 
even be turned on and off by the operator 
during a test.

Figure 2 shows the engine simulator 
controller using two analog outputs to 
provide the speed control for the motor 
and the excitation for the rotary actuator. 
The excitation signal sent to the rotary 
actuator is a summation of the desired 
harmonic signals. The control response 
signal is measured on the accelerometer 
mounted tangentially on the output fl ange 
of the rotary actuator. Digital tracking 
fi lters are used to extract amplitude of each 
harmonic for use in precise closed loop 

control of the harmonic amplitudes. Each 
harmonic is independently controlled. The 
amplitude of each harmonic is controlled 
as acceleration versus engine rpm. The 
radius of the accelerometer location on the 
output fl ange is used to convert tangential 
acceleration to acyclism.

The engine simulator controller 
supports ActiveX communication for 
integration with other data acquisition 
and test control functions.

The engine simulator system is one 
piece of a typical test stand. A test stand 
may include additional data acquisition 
systems, test article control and load 
control. The entire test stand can be 
controlled by a supervisory system as 
shown in Figure 3. A dynamometer can 
also be used to simulate external load on 
driveline components when in typical use.

The belt drive attachment to the Team 
901 Engine Simulator for an automotive 
air conditioning test stand built by Actidyn 
Systemes SA in France. It is comprised of a 
Team 901 Engine Simulator, a Data Physics 
SignalStar Engine Simulator Controller and 
a climatic chamber. The device under test 
is located inside a climatic chamber. 

Supervisory control for this system 
is performed using advanced software 
designed by Capra. This software controls 
areas such as the climatic chamber, 
engine simulator and air conditioning 
unit. The supervisory control software 
communicates with the Data Physics 
Engine Simulator Controller using ActiveX 
software. Engine speed and acyclism levels 
are continuously and closely monitored. 
The Capra supervisory software also issues 
commands to the Engine Simulator 
Controller to control engine speed. ■

Figure 2: An overview of the Data Physics Engine Simulator Controller that uses two analog outputs

Figure 3: An overview of the complete engine test simulation system complete with supervisory control
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